
 

    

SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur 

No. SNEA/Rajasthan/Corr./2021-22/73                                                Dated 18.06.2021 
 
To,  
 
Chief General Manager,  
Rajasthan Telecom Circle 
Jaipur 
 
Sub: Regarding suggestions for development related issues and some pending grievances of 
executives in Rajasthan circle. 
 
Respected Sir, 
 
We are facing the Covid-19 pandemic disease from last one year and its severity in last 
three months is very vast. A no. of BSNL staff and their family members have lost their 
lives. The sale and revenue of BSNL is also affected at large scale due to this disease. 
We have to do more efforts in rest of the months of this financial year to run the BSNL 
otherwise it will be very difficult to bear the stress of next wave of Covid-19, if it 
comes. 
 
I want to submit some operation and HR related issues for your kind notice and favorable order 
please.  
 
1. Provision of FTTH connection/enrolment of new TIPs: 

We may convert this pandemic situation into an opportunity as the demand of work from home 
and online classes is increasing again. We may grasp this demand by reaching to maximum pre-
mises and providing FTTH connection on war footing basis. We may also start booking of FTTH 
connection online at BSNL website. We may send SMS with link to subscribers for information and 
booking of FTTH. These leads may directly be sent to TIP vendors PIN code wise. The TIP vendors 
should be monitored properly so that they cannot demand undue amount of ONT and fiber cable 
for new FTTH connection. In this regard targets may be assigned to TIP vendors. This will improve 
our image in the public as well as improve our achievement of FTTH. 

2. Good initiation with starting HI BSNL Service for direct SIM sale: 

Under your valuable guidance, Rajasthan circle has started the HI BSNL SERVICE on 1st June for 
direct SIM sale. As at present most of the BSNL staff is vaccinated only 1st dose due to which they 
are more prone to be infected with Covid-19 disease, this service will be very popular and benefi-
cial among the public in this Pandemics circumstance. By this service customers may get their new 
SIM/MNP PORT IN at their door stop. This similar type of service may be initiated for FTTH servic-
es also to grasp more connections.  

3. Request to revise posting order of Sh. O P Jangir AO: 

Recently an AO Sh. O P Jangir is transferred from Maharashtra Circle to Rajasthan Circle at his 
own cost on the medical grounds of his mother. His mother is suffering with Cancer disease and 
treatment of her is undergoing in Bhagwan Mahaveer Cancer Hospital Jaipur. Further, Sh. O P 
Jangir is recruited in physically handicapped category.  

As per BSNL CO letter No. 400-84/2015 Pers I Dated 04/05/2015, the employee having parents 
with severe diseases like Cancer/Brain tumor are to be posted at the place which makes him/her 
convenient to take treatment for parents critical illness. Further as per clause-H of BSNL transfer 



 
policy, preference in place of posting at the time of transfer/posting may be given to the persons 
with disabilities.   

Sh O P Jangir has requested for posting at Jaipur-TD or Sikar-TD but while issuing of posting order 
both of above facts are not considered and his posting order was issued for Chittorgarh-TD. It will 
be very difficult to take care of his mother from this far off station and his purpose of own cost 
transfer to take care his mother will not be fulfilled. 

Last year your good office has took sympathetically decision in such type of cases and some 
SDEs/JTOs were transferred on deputed to Jaipur whose family members were suffering with Can-
cer/critical disease. You are requested to look into this matter with similar soft heart and revise the 
posting order of Sh. O P Jangir at Sikar-TD or any nearby SSA to Sikar as per his request so that 
he can better serve BSNL while taking care of his mother. 

4. Request transfer of Sh. Ajay Kumar AGM Banswara: 

Sh. Ajay Kumar is working as AGM in Banswara SSA soft tenure station since last fourteen years. 
Now due to his health issues he has requested for his own cost transfer from Banswara-TD to Jai-
pur-TD which is registered in request register. You are requested to issue transfer order of Sh Ajay 
Kumar as per his request. 
 
5. Request for transfer of Sh. Kapil Kumar JTO (NOFN) Circle office: 

Sh. Kapil Kumar is working as JTO (NOFN) in Circle office Jaipur. Recently he has suffered with 
great grief due to demise of his wife who was suffered with Pandemic Covid-19, which is a big 
shock for him. In this condition it will be very difficult to take are his children while serving in Jai-
pur. You are requested to consider his case sympathetically as a special privilege and issue his 
transfer order from Circle Office Jaipur-TD to Sikar-TD at his own cost.  
 
6. Request for transfer of Sh. Kalu Ram Gora JTO Pali: 

Sh. Kalu Ram Gora is working as JTO in Pali-TD. Recently he has suffered with great grief due to 
demise of his wife who was suffered with Pandemic Covid-19, which is a big shock for him. In this 
condition it will be very difficult to take care his children while serving in Pali. He has completed 
four years of service at his posting station and his own cost transfer request is registered in re-
quest register dated 19.01.2021 at Sr No. 9. You are requested to consider his case sympathetical-
ly as a special privilege and issue his transfer order from Pali-TD to Ajmer-TD at his own cost.  
 
7. Request for transfer of Sh. Khushender Pal Arya JTO Nagaur: 

Sh. Khushender Pal Arya is working as JTO in Nagaur-TD. He faced demise of his father due to 
Pandemic Covid-19 which is a big shock for him. Now his mother is alone at his home and suffer-
ing with various old age ailments. She is completely dependent on him. In this condition it will be 
very difficult to take care his mother while serving in Nagaur-TD. He has completed four years of 
service at his posting station and his own cost transfer request is registered in request register 
dated 19.01.2021 at Sr No. 16. You are requested to consider his case sympathetically as a special 
privilege and issue his transfer order from Nagaur-TD to Bikaner-TD at his own cost.  
 
8. Request of Sh. Kapil Rathore JTO Ajmer for change of posting station from Sirohi-
TD to Pali-TD: 

Sh. Kapil Rathore is working as JTO in Ajmer SSA. He has been transferred to Sirohi-TD vide CGMT 
office letter no. STA/8-15/Ch.17/RTFR/JTO/2020/46 Dated 12/04/2021. Sh Kapil Rathore has re-
quested for his transfer to Pali TD at his own cost. Further, His wife is working in state government 
so it will be very difficult to him to shift his family. His old parents are also dependent on him and 
are suffering with various old age ailments. 
 



 
Considering his family circumstances you are requested to revise his posting order from Sirohi-TD 
to Pali-TD as per his request.  
 
9. Cancelation of transfer order of Sh. Ganpat SDE Jodhpur: 

Sh. Ganpa HR No. 200700103 is working as SDE in Jodhpur SSA. Recently he is transferred from 
Jodhpur-TD to Barmer-TD vide your office letter dated 15/04/2021. Sh. Ganpat is elected as Dis-
trict Treasurer of SNEA Jodhpur-TD branch on 01/04/2021. So you are requested to provide him 
immunity from transfer as per BSNL (REA) Rules 2014 and arrange to cancel his transfer order 
from Jodhpur-TD to Barmer-TD. 
 
I hope that all grievances of executives will be resolved at an earliest. 

Thanking You, 
Sincerely Yours 

 
 

(Susheel Kumar) 
Circle Secretary 

Copy for information Please: 
 
1. Com. K Sebastin, General Secretary, SNEA CHQ New Delhi 
2. Sr. GM (Finance)/GM (HR) O/o CGMT Rajasthan Circle Jaipur for necessary action please. 
 
 
 
 


